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TRI Princeton
TRI/Princeton has practiced fundamental and applied research for over 
80 years focused on its mission to inspire, educate and connect through 
science. Located on a serene setting along Lake 
Carnegie in Princeton, NJ, they offer f a creative 
and enriching environment in which to work and 
advance.

TRI is steeped in tradition and demonstrates 
many of the same characteristics today that it 
did over 75 years ago. Utilizing scientific study 
to inspire and educate young scholars and 
professional scientists, the Institute connects 
and contributes to society not only through 
industrial relevant research but through service 
to the world. TRI Princeton remains vigilant in 
seeking new opportunities and discoveries that 
will sustain the Institute into the future while 
remaining true to their principle of inspiring, 
educating and connecting through science.

TRI’s long standing research and education 
endeavors remain dedicated to the advancement 
of science, enhancement of innovation and 
contributions to society. TRI is committed to 
applying their recognized expertise to a variety 
of challenges for the benefit of their employees, 
members and the scientific community.

In 1930, the Textile Research Institute was founded by an act of US 
Congress to assist the American textile industry in staying competitive. 
TRI Princeton’s early work consisted primarily of natural fiber research. 
Studies on wettability, strength, dyeing, shrinking, and weaving helped to 
advance the textile industry as a whole, while developing TRI’s extensive 
knowledge base about fiber properties and characterization.

Over the years, their fiber work began to incorporate synthetic fibers, 
such as nylon and polyester, as well as advancements in traditional 
garments, such as denim jeans and cotton twill. They aided in the 
development of well-known products like wrinkle-resistant clothing 
and stain-resistant carpets. They have also focused on nonwovens and 
performed extensive fundamental research on consumer products, such 
as paper towels, diapers, bandages, and cleaning wipes.

Company Information
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Today, TRI Princeton is at the forefront of cutting-edge research in areas 
such as damage quantification and ethnic hair studies. Their research 
has been utilized to develop and improve shampoos, conditioners, dyes, 
fixatives, and other hair care products. 

TRI/Princeton has gained credibility by working for decades in several 
scientific disciplines. As a result it has established expertise in some 
basic sciences that are not only broadly applied but which address key 
elements of the Institute’s research programs. Using skills in surface 
science, material science, optical measurements and fluid flow; TRI has 
established capabilities ranging from the performance of disposable 
wipes to the mapping of human metabolic profiles using hair diagnostic 
techniques.

Center for Skin Science & Applied 
Dermatology 
TRI’s long tradition of inspiring, educating and collaborating with 
others to leverage our insights and understanding is a central operating 
principle for the center. TRI Princeton provides new technical insights 
as well as partnering with 
collaborators to fully realize 
the potential of these 
opportunities and to bring 
its practical value to society. 
Success in this endeavor 
translates into benefits 
around the world, building 
on the Institute’s past 
accomplishments and further 
securing its future. In addition, the center will provide each employee and 
partner the benefit of enhancing their own experience and knowledge, as 
well as contributing to the well being of others through the development 
of measurements and knowledge that guide the advancement of 
personally directed approaches to skin protection and repair.
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Expertise
Since surface phenomena are fundamental to interactions between 
products, to perception and 
to performance in many 
applications, TRI has developed 
a strong set of tools to help the 
industry measure interfacial 
phenomena.

Materials Science

Measuring bulk, mechanical 
and structural properties of 
fibers, textiles, polymers, woven 
and non-woven materials is an 
integral part of TRI competencies. New method development and custom 
measures are an axis of research at the Institute which aims to serve the 
needs of industries that rely on these measures to better understand 
performance issues, root cause analysis, quality improvement or to drive 
innovation in their markets.

Optical Measurement

A broad array of imaging solutions and custom method development 
enables TRI to support research, whether by are using imaging to qualify 
appearance or to understand surface characteristics, there is a technique 
suited to every need.

Cutting edge technologies are now available, such as optical coherence 
tomography which allows high-resolution 3-D imaging to a depth of 
hundreds of microns as well as reflectance, color and shine analysis. 

Fluid Flow in Porous Materials

The Center for Modeling and Characterization of Porous Materials deals 
primarily with the interaction of liquids in porous materials.  Control 
of transport across porous media is crucial to performance in many 
applications : whether needing to control flow of electrolytes, actives, 
pollutants or that of fluids, a precise measurement of porosity, pore 
volume distribution or permeability may be required. TRI has the know-
how and the specialized equipment to get the data needed, efficiently.

Product & Service 
Offering Information
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Applications
Having started as a support to the textile industry, TRI/Princeton 
maintains a practical approach to its research, its members and the 
industries it serves. While the Institute’s activities range from basic testing 
to fundamental research, it is done with a specific application in mind. 
The staff of TRI welcome opportunities to extend their knowledge to new 
problems in new fields to broaden the horizons of all involved.

Personal Care

Skin Care: The TRI/Princeton Center for 
Skin Science & Applied Dermatology 
seeks to develop a better knowledge 
of the structure, organization and 
behavior of the body’s largest organ, skin. 
Researchers within the center look to gain 
insights into how human skin is structured 
and how it functions based on a genetic 
predisposition and the variations that 
occur from age, disease or from the 
impact of the environment over a lifetime 
(epigenetics). TRI is setting out to better 
measure and characterize these variations 
and in so doing establish a more personal 
approach to skin science.

Hair Care: The TRI/Princeton Center for 
Applied Hair Research approaches hair 
care from a fundamental fiber science 
perspective, closely examining the basic 
structure of hair, of hair care products, and interactions between the two. 
Researchers within the center look to gain knowledge and understanding 
of the principles of hair and hair product interactions, and believe that an 
understanding of how cosmetic treatments affect human hair properties 
is critical for the development of successful products.

Oral Care:  TRI Princeton assists in measuring performance of oral care 
products, such as floss, bristles, and whitening products, to support 
claims substantiation, product development and enhancements, or 
benchmarking. Their capabilities can provide insight to deposition, 
retention and other important phenomena that drive consumer 
perception and product performance.
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Absorbent Materials

Relating performance to structural characteristics to enhance 
understanding and provide insights for innovation.

• Wicking : Assess speed of liquid penetration into porous media

• Liquid Deposition: Measure/Model thickness of liquid film deposited 
from wipes

• Absorption Profiles: Measurement of rates and capacity of 
absorbance into porous media

• Active Deposition: Determine efficacy of active deposition and barrier 
formation

• Porosity Profiles: Measure pore volume distribution in aqueous or 
nonaqueous conditions

• Fiber Qualities: Characterize fiber physical or chemical profiles

• Coatings Effects : Surface energy measurement, abrasion resistance, 
and coating homogeneity

Biomedical Materials

• Film Forming: Assess rates, conditions of film-forming

• Adhesion: Bond and micro-bonding assessments, fiber-fiber 
interactions

• Absorption: Measurement of protein deposition rates

• Composites Performance: Mechanical, biological, electrical 
assessment

• Coatings Effects : Surface energy measurement, abrasion resistance, 
coating homogeneity
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Company Profile
The open, friendly environment of our 18 acre Princeton site transfers 
to our collaborative working environment.  Successful employees 
are those that demonstrate self-motivation, a sense of urgency and 
desire to succeed.  They are rewarded by their own success in finding 
solutions to unmet needs or solving difficult problems others have 
avoided.  TRI provides the freedom to work in a flexible way to enhance 
the creativity of the individual to meet their personal goals and those of 
their clients but at the same time the Institute sets clear expectations of 
the necessity of success and rewards individuals with a generous share 
of the success through an incentive compensation program.  Their size 
allows this freedom but also creates no place to hide making it ideal for 
the responsible entrepreneurial type scientist and not so ideal for a more 
standard thinking routine scientist.

Overall, TRI/Princeton provides an opportunity for personal achievement 
and development in an atmosphere that encourages intellectual curiosity 
and translation to practical achievement.  The Institute’s direction is 
a visionary but evolving approach to science which through proper 
collaboration can lead to practical application and value to society both 
intellectually and financially.

Michael Drzewinski
Dr. Drzewinski holds a B.Sc. in Chemistry from Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute, a M.Sc. in Polymer Science and Engineering from University 
of Massachusetts, and Sc.D. in Materials Science and Engineering from 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Dr. Drzewinski began his industrial 
career with positions of increasing responsibility in both research and 
new business development at Kimberly-Clark, EniChem and Allied-
Signal/Honeywell. He was part of a number of highly successful teams 
which developed several new products (eg. form fitting diapers), new 
businesses (eg. thermoplastic ostomy adhesives) and new applications 
(eg. high strength protective fibers).

Prior to joining TRI, Dr. Drzewinski held positions as the Chief Innovation 
Officer and Global VP of Technology at International Specialty 
Products where he enhanced growth of both technical and customer 
partnering programs, managed global technical resources and 
improved organizational effectiveness. In addition, he is recognized by 
colleagues of many consumer companies for creating and developing 
innovative partnerships leading to enhanced collaboration and product 
development. He was elected the 7th President of TRI/Princeton in 2008.

                Hiring Manager

                Corporate Culture
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Director Measurement Science and      
Claims Substantiation - Hair Science
Role

TRI/Princeton is an independent research institution globally 
recognized for contributing to the development and understanding 
of numerous technical achievements in home and personal care 
products, porous media, composites, textiles, biomedical materials 
and polymers.  As they continue to expand they look to attract a wide 
arrange of talent at different levels.

They are currently seeking a highly experienced scientist with a history 
of measurement and evaluation of personal care products, especially 
related to hair care. Potential candidates should have demonstrated 
experience with project management, laboratory protocols and 
scientific methods and client interactions in addition to a sound 
technical background which has been applied to realistic solutions or 
insights into the performance of personal care products.  New hires 
will need to contribute significantly towards further establishing TRI 
externally through direct client interactions and public presentations 
globally.

Responsibilities
§ Working with other TRI staff and incorporating client interests and 

general technical needs in the field, design experiments to measure 
the performance of personal care products, define necessary 
performance criteria, and/or highlight distinct performance 
attributes to provide insights or solutions to unmet needs and 
opportunities

§ Manage the understanding of product performance against 
expectations of the clients and industrial norms, as well as create 
and support marketing efforts to establish claims and strengthen 
the positioning of a product or technology.

§ Understand, define and measure specific characteristics of consumer 
behavior and perception pertaining to things such as:  cleansing, 
rinse off, deposition, conditioning, lubricity, combability, strength, 
breakage, damage, repair, protection, shine, luster, volume, body, 
manageability, frizz, etc.

§ In the lab demonstrate ability to find new insights, differentiate 
products and claims, support product launches, assist in new 

Position Information
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product development, give second opinions and confirmation of 
performance, and enhance credibility through superior service to 
clients and publications in the field.

§ Through sound work establish credibility with clients on a case by case 
basis but also develop a broader range of credibility through external 
image enhancement of yourself and the Institute.  Give presentations, 
write papers and attend meetings to communicate capabilities, new 
findings and to build partnerships.  Also, the candidate should show 
interest and ability in educating others in their field.

§ Show the ability to expand reach, generate new contacts, build 
relationships, suggest alternative approaches, keep technically current, 
and find areas of mutual interest and development for the Institute.

Requirements
§ Possess an advanced degree in a qualified, appropriate field.

§ Have at least 8-10 + years of direct experience utilizing physical 
chemical techniques along with a creative and practical approach to 
problem solving and/or the development of new insights through 
focused research and/or product development.

§ Possess the capability to set priorities, multi-task and organize work 
across boundaries.

§ Be able to perform standard measurements and develop new 
approaches to study a variety of aspects of personal care and consumer 
science.

§ Ability to mentor and direct other staff accordingly.

§ Appreciate the need for and show strong ability to review and 
analyze data, including statistical analysis, thus reaching appropriate 
conclusions.

§ Develop and manage a set of clients and meet their expectations 
with timely communications, good project planning and appropriate 
delivery of results.

§ Appreciate the need for and deliver required revenue to the Institute 
to support their group.  This entails developing client relationships 
and industrial partnerships based on personal credibility and technical 
recognition in the field.  Promotion of expertise, capability and value 
of collaboration must result in bringing continued credibility of the 
Institute as well as the generation of financial support.

§ Key Candidate Characteristics – Excellent communicator, upbeat, 
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driven, attention to detail, responsive to clients, appreciates Institute 
history and reputation, team player, mentor, results (revenue) oriented, 
sets strategy/direction, follows through with plan.

§ Key Comparatives:  Measurement science not formulation; 
applied technical/product development not technical service; 
client management not sales; hands on management not micro 
management; calculated in approach versus fly by night; engaging new 
story teller not same old story repeated.
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Princeton, NJ
Princeton, New Jersey is a community located in Mercer County. Being 
home to over 13,300 residents, Princeton has a strong community-wide 
identity. This community is known as being home to the Ivy League 

school, Princeton University. However, with plenty of places to 
shop, sight see, and experience rich history and culture, Princeton 
offers much more. 

The entire Princeton Region is steeped in history, and each 
municipality has a charm of its own. Coming together like pieces 
in a puzzle, these elements blend to form a complete picture 
that is known as Princeton. The most well-known Historical Sites 
in Princeton are the Bainbridge House, Drumthwacket, Morven, 
Stoney Brook Meeting House, Rockingham and Princeton 
University and the Historical Society of Princeton present tours 
and events to showcase these historic landmarks. 

Princeton is not a community to be stuck in the past; it has 
something to offer for every age, interest, skill, and enthusiasm. 
The Princeton area includes some incredible performing arts 
venues including McCarter Theatre, Richardson Auditorium on 
Princeton University’s campus, and the new Paul Robeson Center 
for the Arts. Moreover, Princeton has a variety of performances 
from opera to musicals, from local comedy troupes and clubs to 
world-renowned artists, dancers, and performers. With events 
happening throughout the year, it is hard to be bored in this 
engaging community.

If residents do find themselves with nothing to do – they can 
always shop! Shopping in Princeton includes everything from 
upscale chains to unique shops and boutiques. One of the 
main shopping venues is Palmer Square, which offers exclusive 
shopping and dining in the heart of cosmopolitan downtown 
Princeton.  Additionally, the Princeton Shopping Center certainly 
lives up to its reputation as Princeton’s One Stop Shop, with 
everything from groceries to designer jeans. The pleasant streets 
of downtown Princeton provide many local bookstores, boutiques, 
and galleries as residents seeks out their household needs. 

Getting out of the house is fun whether you view  wildflowers and 
fauna or spend time paddling a canoe outdoors, and there are 
many unique and beautiful parks and natural areas in this region. 
Some notable parks are Delaware-Raritan Canal State Park, Mercer 

Location Information
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County Park, Princeton Battlefield State Park, and Washington Crossing 
State Park. Additionally, the Princeton Region features some of the most 

charming vineyards and orchards. Producing award-winning wine, 
both the Hopewell Valley Vineyards and the Crossing Vineyards 
and Winery have made their home in Princeton. For more family-
focused fun, visit a local orchard for farm festivals, farmers’ 
markets, hayrides, and more! In particular, at Terhune Orchards, 
you can find all that and more with apple and pumpkin picking, 
farm animals, and some of the best cider and pies of New Jersey.

Residents within the Princeton area are able to take advantage of a 
wide range of sporting events nearby. Professional, minor league, 
collegiate, and high school athletes impress loyal fans with their 
athletic talent. The most well known profession sports are just an 

hour away in East Rutherford. Enjoy soccer (MLS), hockey (NHL), Football 
(AFL), and Basketball (NBA) in close proximity to Princeton.

Once all the fun and games are done, residents head back to work 
and school. The Princeton Region offers a variety of options for 
higher education.  The most well-known institution is Princeton 
University, which was founded as the College of New Jersey 
in 1746. Other colleges and universities include The Princeton 
Theological Seminary, Devry University, College of New Jersey, 
Mercer County Community College, Rutgers, Thomas Edison State 
College, and The Institute for Advanced Study.  For all pre-college 
educational need, Princeton hosts six public schools within the 
Princeton Regional Schools district. Princeton is also home to 
the Princeton Charter School (grades K-8) operating under a 

charter granted by the Commissioner of the New Jersey Department of 
Education. This college town is a great place to both learn and live!
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Princeton, NJ Area Links
Area
Princeton Online 
www.princetonol.com

Princeton Visitors Bureau 
www.visitprinceton.org

Shopping
Palmer Square 
www.palmersquare.com

Princeton Shopping Center 
www.princetonshoppingcenter.
com 

Entertainment & Activities
McCarter Theatre 
www.mccarter.org

New Jersey State Museum 
www.state.nj.us/state/museum

American Museum of Natural 
History 
www.amnh.org

Crossing Vineyards & Winery 
www.crossingvineyards.com

Sports
Princeton Tigers 
www.goprincetontigers.com

New Jersey Nets 
www.nba.com/nets

Education
Princeton University 
www.princeton.edu

Princeton Regional Schools 
www.prs.k12.nj.us

Institute for Advanced Study 
www.ias.edu

News
The Daily Princetonian 
www.dailyprincetonian.com

Princeton Info 
www.princetoninfo.com

Real Estate
Mack-Cali Realty Corporation 
www.mack-cali.com
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Skill Survey 
Director of Measurement Science & Claims Substantiation 

Name:        Date:       
 

1. Outline University Degree(s) with date(s): (Please provide the Name, the Location and the 
Phone # of each Institution & YOUR BIRTHDATE - so we can conduct degree confirmation 
checks) Note: This date is required by the colleges/universities to complete degree 
confirmation checks, and will only be used for that purpose. Your birth date will not be 
supplied to the client.  

      

2. Give an overview of your experience in the physical measurement and scientific evaluation 
of personal care products. Please specifically note experience related to hair care products 
and applications. 

      

3. Describe your experience leading claims support projects; include the average size of team 
you were coordinating as well as your role in identifying and utilizing the most appropriate 
equipment, technologies, materials and testing procedures to finish projects within the 
predetermined timeline  

      

4. What is your average number of concurrent active projects? What was the largest number 
of projects you were responsible for at one time?  

      

5. Give an overview of a project where you were required to define and measure specific 
characteristics of consumer behavior and perception pertaining to hair care applications to 
support marketing efforts and establish product claims. What were some of the 
roadblocks/challenges you faced and how did you resolve them? (NOTE: This question is 
an opportunity to demonstrate logical thinking, problem solving and scientific acumen - 
proprietary information is neither requested nor desired). 

      

6. Outline your success in developing and managing client relationships and industrial 
partnerships, include experience in generating new contacts/clients. 

      

7. Give an overview of your technical presentation,publication and conference experience 
where communicating capabilities, new findings and building partnerships has been the 



goal. Highlight one or two examples that you feel were exceptional and share why they 
were particularly successful.  

      

8. Describe your leadership experience. What is the largest team you have managed/led and 
what were the functions and experience levels of those who reported to you? 

      

9. What is your comfort level with travel? Do you have a maximum % level of travel or # of 
days/week away from home you could sustain?  

      

10. Tell us about any non-compete and/or employer restrictions that you may have. Please 
provide these documents for our review. 

      

11. Are you a US Citizen? If no, what is your Visa status and provide the type of Visa that you 
are currently working under and any restrictions/issues our client will have to deal with. 

      

12. If asked one of the following questions during an interview, how would you answer? 
 Why are you considering this opportunity? (or) What motivated you to consider a job 
change at this time? 

      

Relocation Acknowledge Agreement 
I      , acknowledge the condition to relocate to Princeton, NJ area for the specific opportunity 
with TRI Princeton and am willing to do so if hired. 

As evidenced by my initials below, I fully understand that this acknowledgment is a requirement 
for the interview process and states that I have already spoken with any parties (i.e. spouse, 
significant other, children, parents, etc.) who may directly be impacted by my final decision to 
relocate.  

Print Name       
Initials               
 

References  
Please provide three to six references. The first priority is past bosses, then employees, then 
peers. 
 

Example: Bob Smith, currently - Business Director at ABC Corporation 412-123-4567, 
Email: bob.smith@abccorp.com. 
Was Business Director, my direct boss, while I was a Manager at ABC Corporation. 
 

We will NOT contact any references until after completing the 

interview process and not without notifying you first. 

 
1)       
 
2)       
 
3)       

 
4)       



 
5)       
 
6)       
 



 
Our Candidate Scorecard is a form you complete on every candidate you have now screened as a potential fit. If you can 
tell that some of the candidate’s are probably C level in a superficial overview in comparison to others you set those aside 
now and grade the rest.  The scorecard will help you objectively weigh all the Must Haves and even the preferences in 
such a way that at the end of using the scorecard process you can be pretty sure who the A plus candidates are, who the 
A candidates are, and who the B candidates are. Then we focus on scheduling for the A’s. 
 

 

Candidate Comparison-Scorecard                            Grade:_____                    Grader’s Name:________ 

Candidate Name:                                            
 

Client Name: TRI Princeton                                  Hiring Mgr:  
 

 
Position:  Dir. of Measurement Science & Claims Sub. HR Rep’s Name:   

 
Attribute A/B/C Comment 
1. Education 
A = Ph.D. in Chem or Chem E  
B = M.S. in technical field 
C = BS in non-technical field 

  

   
2. Exp. in physical meas. and scientific eval. of 
Hair Care products 
A = Extensive- a majority of career in physical 
measurement/scientific eval. of applicable prod. 
B = Medium - Current or significant previous role 
focused on physical measurement/scientific eval. 
of applicable prod 
C = Low- Diverse background with some 
applicable experience 

  

   
3.  Experience leading claims support 
projects/average size of team 
A = Extensive- a majority of career leading claims 
support projects. 
B = Medium - Current or significant previous role 
focused on leading claims support projects. 
C = Low- Diverse background with some 
applicable experience 

  

   
4. Experience developing/validating a new method 
for hair care claim substantiation 
A = Specific example that demonstrates strong 
technical knowledge and problem solving skills 
B = General answer that demonstrates experience 
in this area 
C = Minimal exposure in this area 

  

   
5. Average number of concurrent active projects? 
Largest number of projects respons. for at once? 
A =High: Well defined example that demonstrates 
ability to set priorities, multi-task and organize 
work across boundaries. 
B = Medium: General answers showing 

  



 
Our Candidate Scorecard is a form you complete on every candidate you have now screened as a potential fit. If you can 
tell that some of the candidate’s are probably C level in a superficial overview in comparison to others you set those aside 
now and grade the rest.  The scorecard will help you objectively weigh all the Must Haves and even the preferences in 
such a way that at the end of using the scorecard process you can be pretty sure who the A plus candidates are, who the 
A candidates are, and who the B candidates are. Then we focus on scheduling for the A’s. 
 

understanding of and some success in setting 
priorities, multi-tasking and organizing work 
across boundaries  
C = Low: Not much experience with multiple 
active projects 
   
6.  Overview of a project in which you 
defined/measured specific characteristics of 
consumer behavior to support marketing 
claims/establish product claims 
A = Well defined example that demonstrates 
logical thinking, problem solving, and scientific 
acumen 
B = General example that slightly demonstrates 
logical thinking, problem solving, and scientific 
acumen 
C = Minimal expertise in this area 

  

   
7.  Experience developing and managing client 
relationships and industrial 
partnerships/generating new contacts 
 A = Extensive experience/ successes 
B = Some experience/ successes 
C = Minimal or no experience 

  

   
8. Experience in technical presentation, 
publication, and conference experience with 
particular goals in mind 
A = Extensive- a majority of career revolved 
around these goals 
B = Medium - Current or significant previous role 
focused on these goals 
C = Low- Diverse background with some 
applicable experience 

  

   
9. Leadership experience/largest team you have 
managed or led/what functions reported to you? 
A. Extensive experience leading large teams with 
many roles reporting to them 
B. Some leadership experience/ experience with 
small teams 
C. Minimal or no leadership experience  
 

  

   
10. Comfortable w/ travel 
A = Road warrior-wide open to travel as required 
B = Open to travel only up to 30% 
C = Open to less than 30% travel 
 

  

   
11. Non-compete and employer restrictions 
A = No non-compete or applicable nondisclosure 

  



 
Our Candidate Scorecard is a form you complete on every candidate you have now screened as a potential fit. If you can 
tell that some of the candidate’s are probably C level in a superficial overview in comparison to others you set those aside 
now and grade the rest.  The scorecard will help you objectively weigh all the Must Haves and even the preferences in 
such a way that at the end of using the scorecard process you can be pretty sure who the A plus candidates are, who the 
A candidates are, and who the B candidates are. Then we focus on scheduling for the A’s. 
 

B = Unenforceable non-compete or limited 
nondisclosure 
C = Active Non-compete and/or limiting 
Nondisclosure 
 
12. Citizenship Status? 
A = US Citizen or Greencard/Visa approved 
B = VISA getting approved, won’t delay process 
C = some significant visa issues, delays expected 

  

   
Grading Point System: 
A’s = 4 
B’s = 3 
C’s = 2 
Bonus Points = 1 
Now add up the numerical value of each grade and 
then divide by the total number of grades 

 Total Points 
 
Divided by __ grades = 
 
Avg. Grade 
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